The Human Microbiome Project has ushered in a new era for human metagenomics and highthroughput next-generation sequencing strategies.
niches, in plants, or in animal hosts. Examples in mammalian biology include studies of microbial communities on various mucosal surfaces and on the human skin. This review focuses on analytical strategies for identifying pathogens in mixed microbial communities via metagenomics.
Metagenomics and associated metastrategies have arrived at the forefront of biology primarily because of 2 major developments. The deployment of nextgeneration DNA-sequencing technologies in many centers has greatly enhanced capabilities for sequencing large meta-data sets. Technologic advances have created new opportunities for the pursuit of large-scale sequencing projects that were difficult to imagine just several years ago. The second key development is an emerging appreciation for the importance of complex microbial communities in mammalian biology and in human health and disease. The Human Microbiome Project was approved in May 2007 as one of 2 major components (in addition to the human epigenomics program) of RoadMap version 1.5 of the US NIH (1 ) . The demands of this project have produced intense interest and a focus in genome centers to apply parallel DNA-sequencing technologies to human biology on a scale not previously witnessed.
The human microbiome is the entire population of microbes that colonize the human body, including the gastrointestinal tract, the genitourinary tract, the oral cavity, the nasopharynx, the respiratory tract, and the skin. The different microorganisms constituting the microbiome include bacteria, fungi (mostly yeasts), and viruses. Depending on the context, parasites may also be considered to compose part of the indigenous microbiota. The "metagenome" of microbial communities that occupy various sites in the body is estimated to be approximately 100-fold greater in terms of gene content than the human genome. These diverse and complex collections of genes encode a wide array of biochemical and physiological functions that may benefit the host, as well as neighboring microbes (1 ) . We focus on bacterial populations because bacteria form a predominant group of the microbiome and have the most comprehensively documented phylogenetic data sets and classification systems. Most of the data gathered to date have been compiled with Sanger (dideoxy) sequencing platforms, but this review focuses on emerging parallel DNA-sequencing technologies based on pyrosequencing. Such next-generation sequencing systems introduce possibilities for deeply sequenced data collections and strategies aimed at microbial identification via single genetic targets or whole-genome methodologies.
Several important issues have recently emerged with respect to metagenomics and microbes. One issue is that the science of metagenomics, in contrast to individual microbial or animal genomes, is ultracomplex and challenged by the existence of vast unknown or knowledge "deserts." Of the immense microbial taxonomic "space" in nature, only a restricted set of bacterial populations have been identified in the human body. As an example, the colonic microbiota is a vast ecosystem with approximately 800 -1000 species per individual, but these estimates are in flux because the science of metagenomics and microbial pan-arrays is so new. Approximately 62% of the bacteria identified from the human intestine were previously unknown, and 80% of the bacteria identified by metagenomic sequencing were considered noncultivatable (2 ). Only 9 of 70 bacterial phyla (divisions that vary in number depending on the taxonomic scheme) have been found in the human intestine, and 2 bacterial phyla, the Firmicutes and the Bacteroidetes, predominate in numbers (1, 3 ) . As an example within the Firmicutes, the genus Lactobacillus includes Ͼ100 different species (http:// www.bacterio.cict.fr/l/Lactobacillus.htm). To date, fewer than 20 Lactobacillus species have been found consistently in the mammalian gastrointestinal tract. These findings indicate that membership in indigenous communities is restricted to a limited subset of all bacteria, and bacterial populations are not randomly distributed in and on the human body. Preliminary studies suggest that the predominant species in the genitourinary tract and on skin sites are fundamentally different from the populations predominant in the gastrointestinal tract (4, 5 ) .
In contrast to the human genome, the human metagenomes may differ, depending on location (site) within the human body, age, and such environmental factors as diet. A key remaining question is whether a core human microbiome is definable (1 ) . Different regions of the body, even in related and contiguous sites, may differ with respect to bacterial quantities and species composition. Bacterial species may not be randomly distributed in space or time. The large intestine contains highly complex microbial populations, and the relative proportions of different bacteria may vary in different regions of the large intestine. Cultureindependent studies of cecal bacteria indicate that facultative anaerobes constitute a greater proportion of luminal bacteria, in contrast to the distal colon, where obligate anaerobes predominate. Metagenomics studies have highlighted differences between colonic mucosa-associated populations and fecal bacterial populations in humans and nonhuman primates (6 -12 ) . In addition to differences with respect to sample type or body location, differences have also been noted with respect to sex in nonhuman primates, implying sexual dimorphism with respect to the human microbiome (12 ) . To address the central challenge of microbial identification in the context of mixed species communities requires refining the primary strategies for DNA sequencing-based bacterial identification.
DNA Sequencing and Bacterial Identification
Pathogen identification in infectious diseases relies mostly on routine cultures and biochemical testing by means of semiautomated platforms in the clinical laboratory. The shift toward widespread adoption of nucleic acid sequencing for identification of microbial pathogens has been slowed by the user-intensive, highly technical nature of Sanger DNA sequencing. Nevertheless, several studies published in the 1990s indicated that sequencing of 16S rRNA genes could be useful for pathogen discovery and identification (13, 14 ) . Prior studies of bacterial evolution and phylogenetics provided the foundation for subsequent applications of sequencing based on 16S rRNA genes (or 16S rDNA) for microbial identification (15 ) . The initial studies were based on Sanger-sequencing strategies that included targeted sequencing of 16S rRNA genes (approximately 1.5 kb of target sequence). Such "long read" approaches enabled investigators and medical laboratory scientists to identify many individual genera and species that could not be identified with biochemical methods. Sequence-based identification could be established with a reasonable amount of confidence from relatively long reads and with the aid of sequenceclassifier algorithms that included most of the 16S rDNA coding sequence; however, less than half of the coding sequence (approximately 500 bp), including several hypervariable regions, may be sufficient for genus-and species-level pathogen identification via Sanger sequencing (14, 16 ) . As sequence targets for microbial identification have become more precisely defined, the introduction of pyrosequencing has provided a user-friendly approach for the clinical laboratory that has enabled more extensive sampling of microbial diversity with improved labor efficiencies (17 ) .
Although a large body of phylogenetic data for microbial identification has been gathered via Sanger sequencing, new sequencing technologies have emerged that offer particular attractions for research and diagnostic laboratories. Specific genetic targets, such as hypervariable regions within bacterial 16S rRNA genes, may be amplified by the PCR and subjected to DNA pyrosequencing. DNA pyrosequencing, or sequencing by synthesis, was developed in the mid 1990s as a fundamentally different approach to DNA sequencing (18 ) . Sequencing by synthesis occurs by a DNA polymerase-driven generation of inorganic pyrophosphate, with the formation of ATP and ATP-dependent conversion of luciferin to oxyluciferin (Fig. 1) . The generation of oxyluciferin causes the emission of light pulses, and the amplitude of each signal is directly related to the presence of one or more nucleosides. One important limitation of pyrosequencing is its relative inability to sequence longer stretches of DNA (sequences rarely exceed 100 -200 bases with first-and second-generation high-throughput pyrosequencing chemistries). For the purposes of this review, pyrosequencing refers to the core chemistry, core technology, and low-throughput sequencing platforms (e.g., the Biotage PSQ 96 System) currently implemented in clinical laboratories. The term 454 sequencing refers to high-throughput sequencing platforms (e.g., Roche/ 454 Life Sciences) for metagenomics that are based on pyrosequencing chemistry.
DNA pyrosequencing has been successfully applied in a variety of applications, including genotyping, single-nucleotide polymorphism detection, and microorganism identification (19 ) . Pyrosequencing has been used to detect point mutations in antimicrobial or antiviral resistance genes to explore the presence of drug-resistant microbes (20 -22 ) . The relatively short read lengths of DNA pyrosequencing have placed a premium on careful target selection and oligonucleotide primer placement. Pyrosequencing has been successfully applied to microbial identification by combining informative target selection (e.g., hypervariable regions within the 16S rRNA gene) and signaturesequence matching (23, 24 ) . Despite the fact that DNA pyrosequencing yields relatively short read lengths and limited amounts of sequence data per pathogen or microbe, this strategy has been useful for microbial identification in different settings. As one example, careful selection of highly informative hypervariable regions within the 16S rRNA genes facilitated the implementation of routine pyrosequencing strategies for pathogen identification in a hospital setting (17 ) .
Because of the relatively short read lengths, DNApyrosequencing applications for microbial identification have focused attention on hypervariable regions within small ribosomal-subunit RNA genes, especially 16S rRNA genes. Specific hypervariable regions have preferentially been used to identify different classes of bacteria via pyrosequencing (24, 25 ) . Once DNA sequence data are generated, sequences must be analyzed with special considerations in mind to facilitate accu- rate bacterial identification. First, different taxonomic classifications can be used for identification, and different species identifications may be generated, depending on the taxonomic scheme. The oldest and most traditional bacterial classification system is based on Bergey's taxonomy, which in recent years has attempted to merge phenotypic (e.g., biochemical) and molecular data to create a higher-order taxonomy (26 ) . More recently developed taxonomic schemes include the systems proposed by Pace (27 ) , Ludwig et al. (28 ) , Hugenholtz (29 ) , and the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). 7 Multiple online databases have been developed on the basis of these different taxonomic schemes and currently provide convenient access to large rRNA sequence databases for clinical laboratories and research teams. The most prominent databases include the Ribosomal Database Project II (RDP II) (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/) (30 ), Greengenes (http://greengenes.lbl.gov) (31 ) , and ARB-SILVA (32 ) . RDP II is based on Bergey's taxonomy, which contains a relatively small number of phyla (divisions). Greengenes includes multiple taxonomic schemes, allowing the results of queries made with different classification schemes to be compared. The ARB-SILVA database also offers a choice of microbial taxonomies, although it is more limited in its flexibility than Greengenes. Microbial identification depends on the taxonomic curation. As a case in point, the Pace and Hugenholtz lineages separately named 12 phylumlevel lineages, and RDP II had not named any of these lineages (31 ) . The taxonomic schemes varied with respect to the number of phyla; for example, there are a maximum of 88 phyla for the Pace and Hugenholtz curations and 31 phyla for the RDP classification system (based on Bergey's) (31 ) . Therefore, in addition to the routine issues of "splitting" and "lumping" taxa in the different schemes, one is confronted with different phyla (divisions) and different corresponding subgroupings (e.g., class, order, family).
Online rRNA databases include a variety of software tools for sequence classification and multiple sequence alignments for facilitating microbial identification. The ARB software package is a widely used program suite that includes open-source, directly interacting software tools that are linked to an integrated microbialsequence database (ARB-SILVA) (28 ) . These software environments (Greengenes, RDP, ARB-SILVA) contain sequence-query tools, sequence-alignment programs, and sequence editors. Greengenes provides a 16S rRNA workbench for sequence-based microbial identification with different query and sequence-alignment tools (31 ) . Greengenes uses the NAST aligner tool (33 ) and generates output that is compatible with ARB software tools so that different open-source environments may be linked via the Internet for comprehensive studies of microbial populations. Different supervised sequenceclassifier tools are available for matching test sequences with queried sequences. Compared with the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST), supervised classifiers such as RDP SeqMatch demonstrated greater accuracy in finding the most similar rDNA sequences (34 ) . The RDP-based SeqMatch k-nearest-neighbor (k-NN) classifier is effective at determining probable sequence identities on the basis of pairwise aligned distances. Alternatively, the RDP II group has developed its own naive Bayesian classifier that can be easily retrained as new sequences are incorporated into the rapidly expanding microbial-sequence databases (35 ) . The Bayesian classifier uses information averaged within the entire genus and is less influenced by individual misplaced sequences. Sequence-query tools such as SeqMatch in RDP II enable relatively short query sequences Ն50 bases in length to yield accurate microbial identifications. Despite the use of 2 supervised classifiers with the same database, different results can be generated for particular sequences, particularly with phylogenetically broad genera such as Clostridium (35 ) .
Next-Generation DNA-Sequencing TechnologiesPyrosequencing and 454
Until recently, Sanger-sequencing methods were primarily used to generate data in most microbialgenome and metagenomics sequencing projects. The rapid development of parallel, high-throughput sequencing technologies during the current decade has led to commercialization and widespread adoption of next-generation sequencing technologies. In contrast to a relatively homogeneous DNA-sequencing enterprise in the 1990s, current large-scale genome and metagenome sequencing projects are deploying multiple platforms and different sequencing chemistries in parallel. As of June 2008, 3 vendors of next-generation platforms commercially distribute machines for highthroughput sequencing: Roche/454 Life Sciences [Genome Sequencer 20 (GS20), FLX, LXR], Illumina/Solexa (Illumina G2), and Applied Biosystems (SOLiD). Different generations of the machines have been created, with different levels of performance (36, 37 ) . 454 Life Sciences (now a subsidiary of Roche Diagnostics) was the one company that commercially developed py- (36, 37 ) . Cited on the vendor's Web site are Ͼ100 publications, including 15 bacterial and 13 metagenomics reports (http://www.454.com/news-events/publications.asp). The first project for sequencing the human genome based on 454 sequencing was recently published (38 ) . Generally, the sequencing community regards the 454 technology as advantageous because of the technical robustness of the chemistry. The relatively long reads generated by 454 sequencing allow more frequent unambiguous mapping to complex targets than the products of the other next-generation technologies, which feature shorter reads. During the past decade, sequencing read lengths have improved because of refinements in pyrosequencing biochemistry, such as the addition of recombinant enzymes including single-stranded binding protein (39, 40 ) . Advances in microfluidics technologies within instruments have increased the speed of sequencing reaction cycles so that more cycles can be performed per unit time in second-and thirdgeneration sequencers. Additionally, the large numbers of reads per run that are possible with 454 technology deliver much greater depth of coverage for metagenomic sequencing than Sanger sequencing.
Metagenomics: Sequencing of 16S rDNA Amplicons
Metagenomics strategies may be directed at examining microbial composition or the broader issue of tackling phylogenomic diversity of highly complex microbial populations. One basic approach is to identify microbes in a complex community by exploiting universal and conserved targets, such as rRNA genes. By amplifying selected target regions within 16S rRNA genes (Fig. 2) , microbes (specifically bacteria and archaea) can be identified by the effective combination of conserved primer-binding sites and intervening variable sequences that facilitate genus and species identification (Fig. 3) . The 16S rRNA gene in bacteria consists of conserved sequences interspersed with variable sequences that include 9 hypervariable regions (V1-V9, Fig. 2 ). The lengths of these hypervariable regions range from approximately 50 bases to 100 bases, and the sequences differ with respect to variation and in their corresponding utility for universal microbial identification. Reads obtained by 454 sequencing encompass multiple hypervariable regions with the second-generation platforms such as the FLX. Thirdgeneration 454 sequencing platforms such as the LXR will generate reads exceeding 350 bp and further facilitate the sequencing of multiple hypervariable regions. A recent study documented that the longest stretch of totally conserved bases in 16S rDNA was only 11 bases but that the longest strings of absolutely conserved bases were only 1-4 bases in most areas of this gene (41 ) . This stark reality for a highly conserved gene highlights the enormous challenge with any met- The interspersed conserved regions (C1-C9) are shown in gray, and the hypervariable regions (V1-V9) are depicted in different colors. Also illustrated is an example of primer selection for DNA amplification and sequencing-based microbial identification (V4 subregion with pink circles and arrows representing primer-binding sites).
Metagenomic Pyrosequencing
Reviews agenomics strategy. Different hypervariable regions demonstrated different efficacies with respect to species calls in different genera, and the V2 and V3 regions were most effective for universal genus identification (42 ) . In a separate study, parallel analysis of 3 different hypervariable regions of 16S rDNA sequence (V2-V3, V4 -V5, and V6 -V8 regions) was effective in determining the composition of bacterial consortia in maize rhizospheres (43 ) . As a universal approach to the identification of bacterial pathogens, a 2-region approach yielded bacterial-genus identifications in approximately 90% of isolates not amenable to biochemical identification (17 ) . These studies highlight the degree of variability in the representation of operational taxonomic units (OTUs), which depends on the hypervariable region used for the analysis. Each box represents a discrete step in the process of either whole-genome sequencing (WGS) or 16S rDNA amplicon sequencing. Note that WGS may be performed with or without prior WGA.
To obtain a medically meaningful microbial identification, genus-or species-level classification is important. With 16S rRNA gene sequence data, genera and species are typically distinguished at levels of 95% and 97% pairwise sequence identities, respectively (44 ) . Strains may be distinguished at the level of 99% pairwise sequence identity, although alternative molecular methods provide strain-typing approaches that are more feasible in today's clinical laboratory than DNA sequencing. Ultimately, strain-level resolution will depend on whole-genome sequencing strategies, and these methods may eventually supplant established molecular typing methods. Sequencing accuracy becomes mission-critical when metagenomics is combined with the need for identifications at the genus/ species levels that may affect medical management in the future. Accurate, proofreading, and thermostable DNA polymerases and the application of temperature gradients during PCR amplification represent key considerations for maximizing the specificity of DNA amplification prior to 454 sequencing. Improving the accuracy of target amplification can minimize subsequent errors produced in high-throughput pyrosequencing.
Next-generation pyrosequencing of individual genomes and the assembly of many overlapping reads appear to yield a sequencing accuracy comparable to the current gold standard of Sanger sequencing, with error rates of 0.03%-0.07%, depending on the study (45) (46) (47) (48) . Generating consensus sequences from the assembly of overlapping reads of a single genome is not an option available for metagenomics studies, and newly developed strategies are required to minimize error rates for such community sequencing endeavors. One recent study with first-generation parallel pyrosequencing (GS20) reported the quantification of perbase error rates and error-reduction strategies, such as the removal of all reads containing any sequence ambiguities, inexact matches to the primer sequences, and read-length anomalies (49 ) . The final conclusion of this report was that parallel pyrosequencing could surpass the accuracy of Sanger capillary sequencing in metagenomics applications. High-throughput next-generation sequencing greatly increases the depth of coverage in sequencing projects so that rich amounts of microbial diversity can be analyzed. Current 454 sequencing runs typically generate 300 000 -400 000 reads per run. Our own investigations suggest that 454 sequencing can detect rare minority organisms in a microbial community, whereas approaches with relatively low depth of coverage, such as Sanger sequencing, miss these microbes entirely (S.H. and J.F.P., unpublished data).
Several metagenomics studies of the human gastrointestinal tract based on Sanger sequencing of 16S rDNA amplicons that have been published in the past several years indicate differences in composition and the relative predominance of a few bacterial phyla. One metagenomic study described the complex gastrointestinal microbiota as spanning only 9 of 55 bacterial phylogenetic groups, with 2 predominant phyla, Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes (50 ) . In these studies, it was clear that 7 other bacterial phyla were represented less well (Actinobacteria, Fusobacteria, Proteobacteria, Verrucomicrobia, Cyanobacteria, Spirochaeates, and VadinBE97) (2, 51, 52 ) . Thus far, a single archaeon, Methanobrevibacter smithii, has been identified as a member of the gut microbiota. Recent 454 sequencing-based metagenomics studies based on 16S rDNA amplicons have provided glimpses into the relative power of such investigations. A survey of the gut microbiome of a nonhuman primate (macaque) by 454 sequencing yielded 141 000 sequences from 100 uncultured samples obtained from 12 macaques and demonstrated clear differences, depending on anatomic location, age, and sex of the animals (12 ). Comparative metagenomics studies of the gut microbiomes of humans, mice, and macaques have shown clearly defined clusters, depending on the mammalian species (12 ) . The extension of 16S rDNA amplicon sequencing strategies to whole-genome sequencing strategies potentially expands the abilities of high-throughput sequencing systems to comprehensively assess microbial diversity and to identify pathogens or "pathogenic communities."
Whole-Genome Shotgun Sequencing
Microbial 16S rDNA sequencing is considered the gold standard for characterization of microbial communities, but 16S rDNA sequencing may not be sufficiently sensitive for comprehensive microbiome studies. rRNA gene-based sequencing can detect the predominant members of the community, but these approaches may not detect the rare members of a community with divergent target sequences. Primer bias and the low depth of sampling account for some of these limitations, which could be improved with 454 sequencing of entire microbial genomes. To overcome the limitations of single gene-based amplicon sequencing by pyrosequencing, whole-genome shotgun sequencing has emerged as an attractive strategy for assessing complex microbial diversity in mixed populations. Whole genome-based approaches offer the promise of more comprehensive coverage by highthroughput, parallel DNA-sequencing platforms, because they are not limited by sequence conservation or primer-binding site variation within a specific target (Fig. 3) . Whole-genome approaches enable scientists to identify and annotate diverse arrays of microbial genes that encode many different biochemical or metabolic functions. Novel genes and functions are being discovered because of the massive data sets obtained in whole-genome shotgun sequencing of marine samples (53 ) . Ultimately, the assessment of aggregate biological functions or community phenotypes based on functional metagenomics may depend on whole-genome metagenomic sequencing strategies. Arguably, wholegenome approaches provide the only bona fide strategies for true metagenomics studies. The challenges and limitations of whole-genome strategies include the relatively large amounts of starting material required, potential contamination of metagenomic samples with host genetic material, and high numbers of genes of unknown function or lacking quality annotation.
One key aspect of whole-genome sequencing strategies is the requirement for greater amounts of input genomic DNA for comprehensive metagenomics studies. Whole-genome amplification (WGA) may be deployed to generate ample amounts of DNA for whole-genome shotgun sequencing. WGA represents an effective technology for enabling whole-genome shotgun sequencing, because precious human samples (e.g., skin) may yield limited amounts of total DNA after extraction; however, this strategy may introduce amplification bias prior to high-throughput sequencing. Edwards et al. used WGA on samples from a deep mine and concluded that sequence bias can be minimized (54 ) . In our estimation, WGA represents a viable approach for studies of metagenomic DNA samples and can be performed with commercially available polymerases, such as the Phi 29 DNA polymerase (REPLI-g; Qiagen). In addition to the possibility of amplification bias, the potential of WGA to coamplify contaminating human (host) DNA poses a significant challenge, and such host DNA coamplification may overwhelm the bacterial DNA sequence data in the sample. Different subtraction strategies for human DNA sequences are being developed to minimize this possible barrier.
Next-Generation Microbial-Identification Strategies: Metagenomics and Informatics
The primary challenge for metagenomics studies at the analytical end is how to obtain accurate microbial identification for hundreds or thousands of species in a reasonable time and for a reasonable cost. Current bioinformatics throughput is too slow and not sufficiently automated for large-scale projects such as the Human Microbiome Project. High-throughput methods of metagenomics rDNA analyses are needed by the scientific community and are currently in development. Clearly, sufficient computational power is necessary, although distributed computing networks and robust server technology may eventually meet current metagenomics data-analysis demands in research settings. The clinical laboratory will need to greatly enhance its computing infrastructure and pipelines in the near future to accommodate this demand, especially in academic centers and universities.
Beginning with sequence collection and verification, algorithms must be in place to trim sequences and to vet the quality of individual reads via various strategies (Fig. 3) (49 ) . Sequence trimming uses various algorithms to remove primer and low-quality sequence data before sequence assembly. Huse et al. have performed error analyses of V6 sequences generated by 454 sequencing and have described methods for filtering low-quality sequence data to produce robust data sets for 16S rDNA analyses (49 ) . Once the sequence reads have been trimmed of primer and low-quality sequences, sequences can be aligned with sequencealignment programs such as NAST (33 ) or MUSCLE (55, 56 ) . Another problem is that the PCR may generate sequence chimeras because of errors that couple disparate DNA sequences during the amplification process. Chimera-checking software has been developed so that amplicons can be vetted for the presence of "sequence hybrids" in software environments such as Greengenes (31 ) and RDP (30 ) , and with tools such as Bellerophon (57 ) or Pintail (58 ) .
Once high-quality sequences have been obtained from mixed species communities, the next challenge is to accurately identify many microbes in parallel. Sequences can be identified with facile classifiers such as the Bayesian Classifier in the RDP system (35 ) and can be compared with robust multisequence alignment programs such as NAST (33 ) or MUSCLE (55, 56 ) . Existing software environments such as RDP, Greengenes, or ARB-SILVA include multisequence alignment programs that can be effectively coupled with sequence editors in an integrated fashion. For large data sets, 16S rDNA sequences may be binned with programs such as FastGroupII (59 ) , and tallies of OTUs may be generated from these bins. Aligned sequences may also be classified against databases such as prokMSA (prokaryotic multiple sequence alignment) in Greengenes, and tallies of phyla may be examined and ultimately displayed as relativeabundance histograms so that differences in proportions of different bacterial groups can be compared.
Novel informatics approaches such as CARMA enable sequences encoding protein segments as short as 27 amino acid residues from whole-genome sequencing projects to be applied in microbialidentification strategies for comparative metagenomics (60 ) . High-throughput informatics approaches must be developed to cope with the demands of nextgeneration DNA sequencing. One new strategy, automated simultaneous analysis phylogenetics (ASAP) (61 ) , offers an automated strategy for phylogenomics that may facilitate analyses of high volumes of sequence data, especially in future whole genome-based microbi-ome explorations. In addition to accurate microbial identification, indices and algorithms have been developed to assess microbial diversity in the context of the microbiome. Phylogenetic distance matrices may be constructed in programs such as DNAML (62 ) . Distance matrices may be transferred to DOTUR (63 ) for construction of collector's curves, rarefaction curves, calculations of Chao and ACE richness estimates, and computations of Simpson and Shannon indices of diversity. Reductions in microbial diversity have been associated with human disease phenotypes (64 ) , and such diversity indices may be relevant to medical diagnostics in the future.
Special Challenges: Fungal and Viral Metagenomics
Whole-genome sequencing of metagenomic samples is likely to reveal many bacteriophage, prophage, and eukaryotic viral sequences, but viral metagenomics analyses have shown that 60% of the sequences in a viral preparation are unique, thus representing unknown viral species. As such, viral sequences may be missed by whole-genome sequencing. New viral sequences have been isolated from clinical respiratory samples (65) (66) (67) . Phages have been identified in the oral cavity, urine, sputum, and serum (68 ). Finkbeiner et al. have done a similar study with fecal samples from pediatric patients with diarrhea (69 ) . The studies of Allander et al. and Finkbeiner et al. involved the use of a random PCR technique to amplify nucleic acid for cloning and subsequent Sanger sequencing. Preparation of viral nucleic acids may include the filtration of samples to remove host and bacterial cells, followed by treatment of the filtrate with nucleases to remove host nucleic acids (65, 67 ) . Such virome sequencing strategies could easily be adapted to high-throughput 454 sequencing platforms. In the area of eukaryotic metagenomics, limited studies have been performed on fungal diversity in soil (70 -72 ) and fungi associated with plants (73 ) . The internal transcribed spacer regions downstream of 18S rRNA genes may be useful for fungal identification (74 ) .
Future Directions and Deeper Considerations
The science of metagenomics is currently in its pioneering stages of development as a field, and many tools and technologies are undergoing rapid evolution. In addition to paradigmatic shifts toward nextgeneration DNA-sequencing technology based on novel chemistries, bioinformatics tools are also being redefined in fundamental ways to accommodate the large volumes of data. In addition to massive data sets, new questions are being posited that challenge the abilities of current algorithms to deliver meaningful answers in the context of biology and medicine. The open-source software movement and "wikinomics," or mass collaboration approaches in biology, have already established a foundation for the metagenomics arena with software environments such as ARB (28 ) . Complementary strategies for microbial identification that depend on pan-microbial microarrays with known sequences, such as the Phylochip (75 ) or the Virochip (76 ), may provide practical approaches for metagenomics in the clinical laboratory. Although metagenomics is not yet ripe for routine application in the clinical laboratory setting, the rapid progress with the human microbiome in recent years means that the clinical laboratory community must consider how meta-approaches in biology may be relevant to disease risk assessment, diagnosis, and management in the future world of personalized medicine. In addition to the phenotypic dimension of human biology, such as gene expression profiling, proteomics, and metabolomics, perhaps we need to extend our concept of the human genome to include the more comprehensive and plastic human metagenome in laboratory medicine. Future diagnostic tests may consider sequence polymorphisms and implied biological functions in our microbial communities as part of the dynamic assessment of health status and disease management.
